
El Camino: Course SLOs (BSS) - Philosophy

Fall 2017
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: PHIL 105:Critical Thinking and Discourse

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #3  Composing Arguments -
Students will be able to compose
coherent and well-reasoned
arguments demonstrating research
skills, and the ability to evaluate
essays, studies, and statistical data.
They will be able to analyze various
arguments, including analogical and
scientific ones as well as addressing
counterarguments to their position.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::
Standard and Target for Success: My
targets were as follows: Term Paper:
2/3 of the class would get a B or
higher on the term paper, and 80%
would pass with a C or higher.
2nd Exam: Overall the class would
average 70% of the total points, and
at least 70% of the class would be
able to get 6 or more out of the 10
points. Final Exam: Overall the class

Action: Although the targeted
goals were met, this class is
particularly difficult for some
foreign students whose first
language is not English. The 2
students who received a D in this
course fit into this category. In the
future, when I see a poor
performance by such a student on
the first test I will more strongly
personally encourage them to go
to the reading and writing centers
on campus, to come to me for
extra help during office hours, and
to consider forming a study group.
(01/02/2018)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall 
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
First, in order to assess the students' abilities to composed a 
well-reasoned argument, demonstrate research skills, and 
address counterarguments to their position, I assessed their 
term papers on gun control. Here is the assignment:

Critical Thinking Research Paper on Gun Control
Professor Randy Firestone

Each year, many people are killed by guns during the 
commission of crimes, and also by accident. In recent years, 
there have been several mass killings in the United States. 
The United States Supreme Court has ruled that the 2nd 
Amendment to the Constitution gives people the right to 
bear arms, although both the states and the federal 
government have the right to regulate those weapons, such 
as who may purchase and possess such weapons, what 
types of firearms can be purchased and possessed, whether 
weapons’ owners need to register their firearms, and where 
those weapons can be carried and used. What legal 
restrictions and regulations, if any, do you think our country 
should pass, and why?
Procedure:
1) Your paper should be approximately 4 – 6 pages, and is
due on November 21, 2017.

Exam/Test/Quiz - I looked at 3
separate things to make this
assessment. 1) The term paper on
gun control. 2) The first 5 questions
on the second exam which tested
the students on studies, statistics,
and surveys; 3) The final exam
dealing with the analysis of an
analogical argument. The term paper
indicates whether the student can
compose a well-reasoned argument,
can demonstrate research skills, and
can address counterarguments to
their position. They would also have
to analyze various studies and
statistics on the subject.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

would average 70% of the total
points available.

Related Documents:
Critical Thinking Paper on Gun
Control 2017.doc

2) Do research, such as through the library or the internet.
Many internet websites have inaccurate information, so
check enough websites and seek out those with the least
bias and most credibility.
3) Do an outline. Your outline is due one week before the
paper is due, on Nov. 14, 2017.
4) Do a first draft.
5) Read all your drafts out loud (and to someone else if
possible) in order to catch errors, and to ensure that your
writing is clear. If English is not your first language, read the
final draft/paper to a native English speaker. Grammar
counts. Poor grammar means poor credibility.
6) Make sure that your final paper looks good. Presentation
is important.

Further Writing Guidelines:
1) Your position, thesis or main point should be clear, and 
should be stated in the first paragraph.
2) Raise the major objections, contrary ideas/solutions, and 
counterarguments to your position, and then respond to 
them.
3) Show/explain why any alternative positions are being 
rejected.
4) Make sure you have strong reasons and evidence to 
support your position.
5) Your introduction and conclusion should be clear and 
strong. Your introduction should capture the reader's 
interest, and your conclusion should summarize your 
position.
6) Put the citation for all outside sources you copy, quote, 
or borrow ideas from, and for all statistics or studies you 
refer to, right after the quote or information. If you do not 
do so, then you have committed plagiarism, a very serious 
ethical violation, and there will be very serious 
consequences.
7) Do a bibliography listing all sources you have used in 
preparing this paper.
8) Define and/or explain any complex, technical or 
uncommon words, terms or phrases that you use. Do not 
assume that all of your readers are familiar with the topic 
or issues that you are addressing.

Additional Information:
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

9) Explain the importance and relevance of all quotes and
statistics.
10) Check for spelling errors. Use your computer's spell-
check.
11) Make sure your sentences and paragraphs are not too
long.
12) Include a title that is informative of the topic and your
position. It is often good to be a little provocative in your
title in order to capture the reader's attention, but be
appropriate.

Next in order to test the students' abilities in analyzing
specific types of studies, statistics, and surveys, I assessed
their performance on the first 5 questions on the 2nd exam,
which were the following:

State the main type of Problem or Fallacy in the following
Statistics, Studies, and Surveys, and then ANALYZE AND
EXPLAIN THE PROBLEM

1-2) “The number of crimes committed in Los Angeles has
doubled in the past 50 years, so crime is clearly getting
worse.”

3-4) “During the last 6 months John took a diet pill and
began to regularly exercise. He lost 20 pounds. This proves
the diet pill works.”

5-6) “90% of the 20,000 women who responded to a survey
in People magazine, a popular woman’s magazine, said they
had been sexually harassed on the job. This shows that the
great majority of women have been subject to sexual
harassment on their job.”

7-8) “People who average less than 6 hours of sleep are
more likely to be overweight. This shows lack of sleep leads
to obesity.”
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

9-10) “In a recent general health survey with  proper
diversity and given to 100,000 senior American male
citizens in which the entire group of respondents answered
all questions, only 10% of men between the ages of 70 - 80
stated that they have significant sexual performance
problems. We can therefore feel confident that sexual
impotency is not a great problem for American men in this
age range.”

Last, I assessed the students' analysis of the following
analogical argument:

(4 points) Analyze the following analogical argument by
using the 5 step method. Do you think the following analogy
is good? Explain your position.
     “They should not allow stem cell research that uses early
human embryos from aborted fetuses to find cures for
diseases. It’s no different than the experiments the Nazis
did during World War II on the Jewish prisoners.”

The results were as follows:

On the term paper 7 students received an A, 6 received a B,
3 received a C, and 2 received a D. As such, 72% received an
A or B, exceeding the 2/3 target, and 89% received a C or
higher, exceeding the target of 80%. Overall, the students
did a good job composing well-reasoned arguments, did
sufficient research, adequately analyzed the studies, and
properly addressed counterarguments to their positions.

On the second exam. there were 10 points available
regarding the recognition and analysis of 5 studies. Overall
the students averaged exactly 7 out of 10 points (70%)
which barely met the target goal. Moreover 15 of the 21
students received at least 6 of the available 10 points, which
constituted 71% of the class and again barely met the 70%
goal. Of note, 6 of the 21 students received all 10 points,
and another 2 students received 9 1/2 out of 10 points.
Therefore 38% of the class received 95% or higher on these
questions. Unfortunately they were balanced out
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

% of Success for this SLO: 100
Faculty Assessment Leader: Randall S. Firestone
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

by 6 of the 21 students getting less than 5 of the 10 points
available. There was a striking difference between the top
1/3 and bottom 1/3 of the class.

On the final exam, there were 4 points available for the
analysis of the analogical argument. Overall, the students
averaged 3.088, which was 77% of the point total available.
This exceeded the 70% target. Here, 41% of the students
received a perfect score of 4 points while only 4 students
received 2 points or less.  (01/02/2018)
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ECC: PHIL 111:History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #3  Major Threads of Medieval
Philosophy - Students will be able to
show a command of the major
threads of medieval philosophy, such
as contained in the writings of Saint
Thomas Aquinas, and how medieval
philosophy was influenced by ancient
Western philosophy and impacted
the later Western philosophical
traditions.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
Answers received 0-4 points. A score
of 3 or 4 is considered competent, 2
is minimally competent, 0 or 1 is not
competent.

It is expected that at least 80% of
students will improve to full
competency, i.e., improve to a score
of 3 or 4 out of 4.

Related Documents:
Phil 111 SLO 3 Major Threads of
Medieval Philosophy Assessment
Questions.docx

Action: On Q4, Students did not
master Anselm's complicated
explanation of moral evil to the
degree that I would have liked. I
think that my summary of
Anselm's view could have been
given more time and perhaps
more organization. (02/21/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Q1 asks students to
describe medieval monotheisms,
which is what medieval
philosophers attempted to
integrate with Classical Greek
philosophy.  I think that students
could have been asked to learn
and master more detailed
accounts of medieval Christianity
and Islam, given how well they
mastered what they were asked
to. (02/21/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The questions used to assess competence were:

1. Medieval philosophers have a theory/beliefs that
they integrate with Classical Greek philosophy. What is that
theory/beliefs?

2. Define sempiternal and eternal.

3. Was Boethius Christian? Justify your answer.

4. According to St. Anselm of Canterbury, does evil
exist? In what sense?

5. According to orthodox medieval Christianity, God
created the Devil, and the Devil chose to reject God's law.
Why isn't God responsible for the Devil's choice, according
to St. Anselm?
On Q1, 93% of students improved to competency.
On Q2, 86% of students improved to competency.
On Q3, 86% of students improved to competency (the other 
14% improved to minimal competency from no 
competency.).
On Q4, 79% of students improved to competency.
On Q5, 93% of students improved to competency.

Overall, I am pleased with these results. The 93% success 
rate on Q1 and Q5 suggests that Q1 and Q5 could be given 
more demanding formulations and grading. On the other 
hand, students did not quite achieve the 80% standard on 
Q4, which concerns Anselm's attempt to reconcile the 
world's creation by a good God and the existence of moral 
evil.
(02/21/2018)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Luca Struble 
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
asked five short-answer questions
on different medieval philosophers
prior to reading those philosophers.
The same questions were asked on
the final exam and answers were
compared.
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ECC: PHIL 112:History of Modern Philosophy

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #2 Major Ideas and Issues -
Students will be able to explain the
major ideas and issues addressed by
the Modern philosophers, including
the concepts of empiricism,
rationalism, idealism, the existence or
non-existence of God, the attributes
of God, and the limits of human
knowledge in general and of reason in
particular.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 08/24/2015

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of students will
score 75% or above on this SLO.

Related Documents:
PHIL 112 SLO 2 Assignment.docx

% of Success for this SLO: 70
Faculty Assessment Leader: Felipe Leon
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Related Documents:
PHIL 112 SLO 2 AVERAGES.xlsx

Action: Revise answer options for
questions 1 and 3 for the SLO
assignment. Spend more time in
lecture and discussion on the
question 1 and 3 topics; add a
group work question on the
question 1 and 3 topics.
(03/02/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students met the original expectations. The average score
on the first SLO was 41%, which is about what one would
expect on a mix of chance alone and several students who
have taken a History of Modern Philosophy course. The
average score increased to 70% on the second test.

Students found the the 1st and 3rd problems most difficult.
The 1st focuses on the definition of rationalism (38% of
students answered correctly on test 1; 44% answered
correctly on test 2). Upon review of the assignment, it
seems to me that the answer choices were a bit too fine-
grained. I will therefore revise the question accordingly. I
will also spend more time in lecture and discussion on the
topic next time, and add a group work question on the
topic.

Question 3 focuses on a key issue on which all the early
modern philosophers we studied were in agreement (13%
of students answered correctly on the 1st test, and 50% of
students answered correctly on the 2nd test). Upon review,
it seems to me that, as with question 1, the answer choices
were a bit too fine-grained. I therefore plan on taking
similar measures for question 3 as those proposed with
respect to question 1 stated above.  (03/02/2018)

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - At the beginning
of the semester and at the end,
students are given 8 multiple choice
and true/false questions on the
major ideas and issues addressed by
philosophers of the early modern
era.
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ECC: PHIL 115:Existentialism

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #2  The Existentialist Perspective
- Students will be able to analyze
from the existentialist perspective
various philosophical issues, such as
authenticity, the importance of the
individual, a person’s relationship
with society, the role of religion, and
the meaning of life.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017), 2018-19 (Fall 2018)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments:: Cancelled FA16

Standard and Target for Success:
Questions 3 and 6 specifically and
centrally dealt with this SLO, but all 6
of the questions are related to this
SLO. The rubric standard is 60%
correct answers for questions 2 and
4, 70% correct answers for questions
3 and 6, and 80% correct answers for
questions 1 and 5. The differing
standards are due to the expected
difficulty of each question
considering the subject matter and
emphasis placed on that specific
issue.

Action: Question 4 deals with a
very subtle point in Heidegger's
philosophy. I went over this point
in class, but I see I will need to
stress it to a higher degree. I might
also consider changing the the
fourth choice as it could have
confused the students. In fact,
exactly half of the students went
for this incorrect choice.
(12/30/2018)

Follow-Up: The students
performed excellently. Every class
is different. This assessment
tested some basic concepts and
ideas. Next assessment  will test
some of the harder concepts and
questions.  (01/13/2020)
Follow-Up: I changed question 4
and the students did better.
(12/18/2018)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
I have attached the related documents which include both
the questions asked of the students and an SLO Assessment
Data Chart which contains the results. The following were
the questions asked:

Existentialism SLO Questions
Professor Firestone: Fall 2017

1. According to our class discussions, what is the central and
unifying question in existentialism?
A. What is it to be a rational being?
B. What is it to be a human being?
C. How is man different from the animals?
D. Do we have free will?
E. Does God exist, and if so, what is man’s
relationship with God?

2. In general, Existentialist philosophy was highly critical of
and had a strong reaction to each of the following except
__________________.
A. Rationalism and the Age of Reason
B. Hegel’s philosophy
C. The herd mentality of society
D. The ancient Roman philosophers

3. According to Heidegger, which of the following is the
primary way people are inauthentic?
A. They do not tell people what they really think of
them.
B. They do not lead the groups to which they belong.
C. They adopt the beliefs and values of their society
and culture.
D. They cease to enjoy the simple pleasures in life.

Additional Information: I believe
that over half of the class had taken
a philosophy class before, and most
of those students had taken at least
one of my philosophy classes. As
such, some of them already had
knowledge about some of the issues
and philosophers discussed in the
class. This is especially true about
Sartre's philosophy which I teach in
both my Intro to Philosophy class
and my Contemporary Philosophy
class.

Exam/Test/Quiz - On the first day I
gave the class a questionnaire
containing 6 questions regarding
existentialist philosophy. The first 4
of those questions appeared on their
midterm exam, and the last 2
questions appeared on their final
exam. The students improvement
will be evaluated as well as the
percentage of the class which can
answer each question correctly.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Related Documents:
SLO ASSESSMENT DATA CHART
Existentialism 2017.docx
Existentialism SLO Questions
2017.docx

4. Which of the following is Heidegger’s view about
personal responsibility when a person’s actions follow the
public’s views and actions?
A. They are still fully responsible for what they do.
B. The individual’s responsibility is somewhat
lessened, but they are still primarily responsible for what
they do.
C. In such a situation, the person is often relieved of
personal responsibility.
D. Heidegger does not address personal
responsibility as he is only making observations about
people, not judgments about them.

5. Which of the following would be the approach taken by
Sartre?
A) Because you are shy you did not talk to that
woman, and since your shyness is a character trait, you are
not responsible for not talking to her.
B) Because you are shy, you did not talk to that
woman, and although you are responsible for not talking to
her, you are not responsible for your shyness.
C) Because you did not talk to her, you acted in a shy
manner. However, you could have chosen to talk to her and
not acted in a shy manner, so you are responsible for not
talking to her.
D) Sartre believes that all of the above can properly
be viewed as true from a valid perspective.

6. In the Myth of Sisyphus, due in part to his scorn of the
Gods, the Gods condemn Sisyphus to roll a rock to the top
of a mountain where it will fall, and then to roll it up again.
This is to be done for all of eternity. Although his actions are
exerted toward accomplishing nothing, Camus describes
Sisyphus as the absurd hero. Why?
A) He has heroically dared to defy or question the
Gods, so although he is now defeated and depressed, at
least he tried.
B) He has an absurd task, and although he is a man
that is broken in spirit, he lives as so many heroes do---he
does what he must do.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

% of Success for this SLO: 80
Faculty Assessment Leader: Randall S. Firestone
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

C) He has embraced his pointless task and life, and
has thereby given his seemingly absurd life a meaning and
purpose that we can only admire.
D) That he lives and does not die is both absurd and
heroic.

On all questions except for one, the students showed
marked improvement and met the target for success. In
fact, on the final exam all (100%) of the students correctly
answered questions 1 and 3, 95% of the students answered
Question 5 correctly, and 89% answered question 6
correctly. The students clearly understood and learned the
central question of Existentialist philosophy,  Heidegger's
view on inauthenticity, Sartre's view on responsibility, and
Camus' view on the meaning of life. Question 2 was a
difficult question about all of the prior movements that
Existentialism was critical of. The target was reached here
to, but barely. 61% of the students correctly answered this
question, meeting the 60% goal. The one question which
tripped the students up was on Heidegger's view of
individual responsibility. Only 13% of the students were
able to answer this question correctly, and I will discuss this
below.  (12/30/2017)

SLO #3  Freedom and Responsibility -
Students will be able to explain the
existentialist ideas of freedom and
responsibility, and be able to assess
how those ideas can impact their
lives.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017), 2019-20 (Fall 2019)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success: For
the question on Heidegger's view of
responsibility, 60% correct answers.
For Sartre's view on responsibility,
80% correct answers.

Action: On the topic of
Heidegger's view on personal
responsibility, I will clearly need to
spend more time on this issue
with the students. It is a very
subtle issue, and although
discussed in class as we read out
loud in class the relevant passages
from our reading material and
discussed those passages, I will
need to ensure that the students
understand Heidegger's view. I
also noticed that 50% of the

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Attached as related documents are all 6 questions I asked
the students, and another document on the results from
the first day and the test days. These were the two
questions related to responsiblity:

4. Which of the following is Heidegger’s view about
personal responsibility when a person’s actions follow the
public’s views and actions?
A. They are still fully responsible for what they do.
B. The individual’s responsibility is somewhatAdditional Information: Over half of

Exam/Test/Quiz - I administered
questions on the first day of class
and those same questions later
appeared on either the midterm or
final exam. I then computed the
percentage of correct answers for
each question on both occasions.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

% of Success for this SLO: 50
Faculty Assessment Leader: Randall S. Firestone
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Related Documents:
SLO ASSESSMENT DATA CHART Existentialism 2017.docx
Existentialism SLO Questions 2017.docx

students picked the incorrect
choice of D, and I see how D could
have confused them. On the next
test I plan to change choice D so as
to ensure that the students are
not confused. (03/30/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

lessened, but they are still primarily responsible for what
they do.
C. In such a situation, the person is often relieved of
personal responsibility.
D. Heidegger does not address personal
responsibility as he is only making observations about
people, not judgments about them.

5. Which of the following would be the approach taken by
Sartre?
A) Because you are shy you did not talk to that
woman, and since your shyness is a character trait, you are
not responsible for not talking to her.
B) Because you are shy, you did not talk to that
woman, and although you are responsible for not talking to
her, you are not responsible for your shyness.
C) Because you did not talk to her, you acted in a shy
manner. However, you could have chosen to talk to her and
not acted in a shy manner, so you are responsible for not
talking to her.
D) Sartre believes that all of the above can properly
be viewed as true from a valid perspective.

On the first day, 42% of the class correctly answered the
Sartre question, and on the final exam 95% of the students
correctly answered this question. In fact, only one student
gave a wrong answer. However, the results on the
Heidegger question were shockingly bad, as the students
only improved from 9% to 13%. Admittedly this was a
difficult question, but the material was covered in class.
Below are my suggestions for better future results.
 (12/30/2017)

the class had taken a prior
philosophy class, and many of those
students had taken one or more
philosophy classes with me. If they
took either my Introduction to
Philosophy course or my
Contemporary Philosophy course
they would have been somewhat
familiar with Sartre's philosophy,
although we explore this issue in
much greater depth in this
Existentialism class.
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ECC: PHIL 117:Political Philosophy (Same course as POLI 7)

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #3 Social Justice - In a written
essay students will describe and
analyze the different theories of the
“just state”, and compare and
contrast their ideas on political power
and social justice.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 09/02/2014

Comments::

Action: I believe that no urgent
actions are needed on this SLO.
However, in the future, it may be
worth considering changes or
additions to the SLO itself, perhaps
to take into account the fact that
political theory is increasingly
interested in justice beyond the
state, e.g., in concepts such as
"human rights" and "global
justice." As such, the SLO could be
changed to take this trend into
account. (03/02/2018)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
34 students took the Midterm Exam.

With respect to the 35 points out of 100 points on the
Midterm Exam concerning the Social Justice SLO, the results
were:

35/35 - 3 students (9% of students)
34/35 - 3 students (9%) of students)
33/35 - 2 students (6% of students)
32/35 - 3 students (9% of students)
31/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
30/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
29/35 - 3 students (9% of students)
28/35 - 4 students (12% of students)
27/35 - 2 students (6% of students)
26/35 - 2 students (6% of students)
25/35 - 5 students (15% of students)
24/35 - NA
23/35 - NA
22/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
21/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
20/35 - NA
19/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
...
10/35 - 1 student (3% of students)
...
7/35 - 1 student (3% of students)

Percentage of students who scored 25/35 or above: 29/34
students or 85%.

Percentage of students who scored lower than 25/35: 5/34
students, or 15%.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
assigned two short-answer and one
essay question related to the topic
of justice in their Midterm Exam.
These questions were the following:

Short Answer Questions from the
Midterm Exam Concerning Social
Justice (requiring a paragraph-long
response, worth 5 points):

1. What are principles of social
justice? Name and describe the two
principles of social justice advanced
by John Rawls’s book, "A Theory of
Justice."
2. What is the capability approach
and why is it critical of theories of
distributive justice? Name at least
three capabilities emphasized by this
theory.

Essay Question from the Midterm
Exam Concerning Social Justice
(requiring a three-paragraph
response, worth 25 points):

What is Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
political philosophy of inequality? In
three paragraphs, explain the
meaning of inequality and why it is
unjust according to Rousseau
(paragraph 1), what he thought the
origins of inequality to be (paragraph
2), and provide your opinion of
Rousseau’s arguments (paragraph
3): is Rousseau right?
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Standard and Target for Success: For
individual students, I considered the
SLO "met" if the student scored at
least 25/35 points on the Midterm
Exam with respect to the two short
answer questions and one essay
question concerning social justice.
For the course, I consider the SLO
"met" if at least 70% of the students
in the course scored 25/35 or above.

In conclusion, 85% of students met the SLO, while 15% of
students did not. As such, given that "success" for the
course was if at least 70% of students met the SLO, the
course SLO standard was "met."

The following grading rubric was used to score the two
score answer questions and one essay question concerning
the Social Justice SLO:

Short Answer Questions from the Midterm Exam
Concerning Social Justice:

1. What are principles of social justice?  Name and describe
the two principles of social justice advanced by John Rawls’s
book, "A Theory of Justice."

Answer:

Principles of social justice refer to norms that provide moral
standards for resolving individuals’ competing claims on the
design of social and political institutions. Rawls’s "Theory of
Justice" argues for two principles of social justice, the (1)
Basic Liberty Principle, or First Principle, and the Second
Principle, which consists of the (2a) Principle of Fair Equality
of Opportunity, and the (2b) Difference Principle. According
to the First Principle, each person is to have an equal right
to the most extensive basic liberty compatible with a similar
liberty for all. According to the Second Principle, social and
economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are
both (a) attached to offices and positions open to all under
conditions of fair equality of opportunity, and (b) to the
greatest benefit of the least advantaged.

Students with an answer resembling the above were given a
5/5 score; partial credit was given for a partial answer, e.g.,
4/5, 3/5, 2/5, or 1/5.

2. What is the capability approach and why is it critical of
theories of distributive justice? Name at least three
capabilities emphasized by this theory.

Additional Information:

In total, 35 points out of 100 points
of the Midterm Exam concerned
social justice.
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Answer:

The capability approach is a theory of social and economic
justice according to which an individual’s level of advantage
depends on his or her capability to function or to act in
certain ways. Advocates of this approach argue that
theories of distributional justice ignore issues of social
oppression. What matters is not what resources an
individual has but what resources and opportunities allow
the individual to do and achieve: their “capability to
function.” Examples of capabilities emphasized include (1)
life: being able to live to the end of a human life of normal
length; (2) bodily health: being able to have good health,
being adequately nourished, and having adequate shelter;
(3) bodily integrity: being able to move freely, secure
against assault; (4) sense, imagination, and thought: being
able to think, reason, worship and express oneself without
interference as well as having adequate access to
information and education; (5) emotions: being able to have
attachments to things and people; (6) practical reason:
being able to engage in critical reflection about the planning
of one’s life; (7) affiliation: being able to live with others and
engage in forms of social interaction without interference;
(8) other species: being able to live with concern for and in
relation to animals, plants, and the natural world; (9) play:
being able to laugh, play, and have free-time from work;
(10) control over one’s environment: being able to
participate effectively in political choices that govern one’s
life.

Students with an answer resembling the above were given a
5/5 score; partial credit was given for a partial answer, e.g.,
4/5, 3/5, 2/5, or 1/5.

Essay Question from the Midterm Exam Concerning Social
Justice:

What is Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s political philosophy of
inequality? In three paragraphs, explain the meaning of
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inequality and why it is unjust according to Rousseau
(paragraph 1), what he thought the origins of inequality to
be (paragraph 2), and provide your opinion of Rousseau’s
arguments (paragraph 3): is Rousseau right?

Answer:

Paragraph 1:

Rousseau’s "Discourse on the Origin of Inequality" or
"Second Discourse" was written as a submission to an essay
contest which asked: What is the origin of inequality among
people, and is it authorized by natural law? Rousseau
distinguishes between two types of inequality: (1) natural or
physical inequality, and (2) ethical or political inequality.
Natural inequalities consist of differences in physical
strength and perhaps mental quickness, and are, for
Rousseau, unimportant. Rousseau agrees with Hobbes in
thinking that human beings are basically equal in natural
endowments: as Hobbes grimly noted, even the weakest
person can kill the strongest with cunning or luck. Moral
inequalities consist of differences in social rank or status,
wealth, and power. Rousseau argues that such inequalities
exist only in political or civil society; they are not natural
inequalities and as such are not just. Rousseau argues that
modern political or civil society is an unjust imposition by
the powerful on the weak, its true purpose being to
maintain their wealth and status.

Paragraph 2:

How did modern civil or political societies and their unjust
inequalities emerge?  Like Hobbes, Rousseau begins by
imagining human beings in a “state of nature.”  Yet unlike
Hobbes, Rousseau argues that the state of nature was not
one of perpetual war which in time prompted rational
human beings into contracting an absolute state. Instead,
Rousseau claims that the state of nature was one of peace,
happiness, and equality. Hobbes was mistaken in thinking
that human beings in the state of nature would be selfish
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% of Success for this SLO: 85
Faculty Assessment Leader: Karl Striepe
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

and motivated by desire for power into constant war. These
qualities, Rousseau claims, are the products of society, not
its causes: our modern and unequal societies make us
selfish but we are not naturally so. Instead, Rousseau
argues that human beings are naturally compassionate and
motivated by regard for self-preservation (amour de soi)
and not a selfish desire for status (amour proper). Yet
human beings in the state of nature had one additional
quality, Rousseau claims, that is, perfectibility: the ability to
learn and improve. This last quality, in addition to accidents
of nature, eventually pushed human beings to live together
and form societies. Rousseau argues that these primate
societies were at first happy, yet living together, human
beings began to compare themselves and their healthy self-
regard was corrupted into a selfish desire for esteem from
others; this lead to (1) competition; (2) hatred; and (3) an
urge for power, all of which are unnatural, and all which,
Rousseau concludes, resulted in the unequal and unjust
societies of today.

Paragraph 3:

Students must state their opinion and provide at least two
reasons.

Students with essays resembling the above were given a
25/25 score; partial credit was given for a partial answer,
e.g., 24/25, 23/25, 22/25, etc. (03/02/2018)
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